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In Avatars of the Word, O'Donnell reinterprets today's communication revolution through a
series of refracted comparisons with earlier revolutionary periods: from the papyrus scroll to
the codex and from copied manuscript to print.
Back cover: "Deacon is a prototype android soldier so advanced he is referred to as an
'artificial person'. On his first extended mission, Deacon was ordered by his corporate masters
to eliminate a team of scientists who knew too much--and he has failed spectacularly. Not only
did he let one of his targets live, he attacked the team sent to retrieve him. Now the
Corporation wants answers and they bring in the brilliant robopsychologist Dr. Clarice Maven
to get them, giving her the power to make sure Deacon never fails the Corporation ever again.
As the doctor cuts through his defenses, Deacon is forced to reveal the shocking events that
took place on Da Vinci Four. He disobeyed orders. He murdered corporate workers. And yet
he insists that his actions are those of a good soldier! Somehow Deacon's relationship with the
sole survivor, 19-year-old outcast Jeff Linnell, is behind it all and Dr. Maven will stop at nothing
to learn the whole truth. Deacon is clearly protecting something, but what chance does he have
in fighting an adversary who can control his every move? With scenes of tense action and
surprisingly tender romance, Artifice is a thoughtful and provocative science-fiction story that
both women and men will enjoy."
This is a comprehensive textbook for upper level undergraduates which discusses the nature
of heterogeneous systems in the natural environment. The links between and within the
various environmental compartments - air, water, soil - are emphasized. The book describes
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the chemistry of natural systems, their composition and the processes and reactions that
operate within and between the various compartments. Without focusing specifically on
pollution, it also discusses ways in which these systems respond to perturbations, either those
that are natural or those that are caused by humans. Background material from subjects such
as atmospheric science, limnology, and soil science is provided in order to establish a setting
for a description of the relevant chemistry. Emphasis is on general principles that can be
applied in a variety of circumstances. At the same time, these principles are illustrated with
examples taken from around the world. Because of issues of the environment related to every
society, care has been taken to relate the subject material to situations in urban and rural
areas in both highly industrialized and low-income countries.
Established in 1977, Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (SSCS) is an international non-profit,
marine wildlife conservation organization. Its mission is to end the destruction of habitat and
slaughter of wildlife in the world's oceans in order to conserve and protect ecosystems and
species. Sea Shepherd uses innovative direct-action tactics to investigate, document, and take
action when necessary to expose and confront illegal activities on the high seas. By
safeguarding the biodiversity of our delicately balanced ocean ecosystems, Sea Shepherd
works to ensure their survival for future generations. Sea Shepherd Conservation Society was
formally incorporated in the United States in 1981 in the state of Oregon. Previous to this, the
idea of Sea Shepherd was formed when Captain Paul Watson founded the Earth Force
Society in 1977 in Vancouver BC, Canada. The original mandate of both organizations was
marine mammal protection and conservation with an immediate goal of shutting down illegal
whaling and sealing operations, but Sea Shepherd later expanded its mission to include all
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marine wildlife. In 1978, with financial support from Cleveland Amory of the Fund for Animals,
the Society purchased its first ship (a British sea trawler Westella) and renamed it the Sea
Shepherd. Its first mission was to sail to the ice floes of Eastern Canada to interfere with the
annual killing of baby harp seals known as whitecoats. In the same year, the Sea Shepherd
hunted down and rammed the notorious prolific pirate whaler the Sierra in a Portugal harbor
ending its infamous career as the scourge of the seas. Since those early days, Sea Shepherd
has embarked on over 200 voyages covering many of the world's oceans and defending and
saving defenseless marine life all along the way. This is its story.
This volume provides a detailed examination on the late-war changes to the German Army
Panzer forces and the formation of new units, from the collapse on the Eastern Front, through
operations on the Western Front in Normandy and the Ardennes, to the final battle for Berlin in
1945. The major organizational changes that took place in this intensive period are examined,
together with the adaptation of German armoured doctrine, tactics, and the command. Details
of unit histories and operations, illustrated in colour maps, are also provided in this packed
treatment.

In 1940 a British offensive in the Western Desert provoked a major Italian military
disaster. By early February 1941 the whole of Cyrenaica had been lost, and
German help became necessary to avoid the loss of all of Libya. On 14 February
1941 the first echelons of German troops hurriedly arrived at the port of Tripoli,
starting the 27-month German engagement in Northern Africa. This book covers
the complex and oft-changing organisation and structure of German forces in
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North Africa from their first deployment through to the conclusion of the battle of
El Alamein, an engagement that irrevocably changed the strategic situation in the
Western Desert.
Most studies of Indian armor have concentrated on Mughal arms from northern
India, and there has been no serious study of Hindu arms since the nineteenth
century. Robert Elgood seeks to fill this scholarly gap with Hindu Arms and
Ritual, a new and richly illustrated study that examines pieces from the Tanjore
Palace Armory in south India. Tanjore arms reveal a wealth of information about
Hindu warrior society through the intricate and symbolic iconography carved on
them. As Elgood shows, inscribed gods, goddesses, and sacred animals and
plants infused the weaponry with divine powers of assistance. Drawing on
evidence from various sources, such as ancient manuscripts and contemporary
art, Elgood also challenges the commonly held opinion that most south Indian
arms date from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Instead, he argues,
many pieces were made during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and are
attributable to the Vijayanagara and Nayaka courts. This beautifully illustrated
work is an invaluable contribution to the historical study of Indian arms and
material culture.
Since 1944, Gun Digest has been regarded as the shooter's No. 1 resource. The
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2012 edition continues the tradition of bringing you more of everything that
firearms fanatics crave! Features in-depth articles about the world's most
fascinating guns, testfire reports on the latest models, insights about fine
collectibles, and roundups of what's new from leading manufacturers... you
simply won't find a more comprehensive collection of firearms information.
Whether you're interested in the latest tactical firearms or want to learn more
about firearms history – or anything else related to guns and shooting – you'll find
it in Gun Digest 2012. It's All Here: Rifles, Handguns & Shotguns Tactical
Firearms Engraved & Custom Guns Ammunition Air Guns Gunsmithing Supplies
Muzzloaders Shooting Products for Women About the Editor The late Dan
Shideler (1960-2011) was a senior editor for Gun Digest Books and best-known
as editor of the 2010-2012 editions of Gun Digest. During his seven years with
F+W Media, Shideler also edited the Standard Catalog of Firearms, Modern Gun
Values, The Official Gun Digest Book of Guns & Prices, and numerous other
titles.
Artist Lia Anderson survived the murder of her boyfriend Luthor and now has a
hunky new boyfriend and an exciting art project. Life at the Mt. Airy Dog Park is
returning to normal. Then a stranger with a message raises questions about
Luthor's murder, starting Lia on a search for the truth that will ultimately have her
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fighting for her life.
"Villa Rubein, and Other Stories" by John Galsworthy. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Lights. Camera. Slawter! Grubbs Grady and his half-brother Bill-E are thrilled to join
their uncle Dervish as onset consultants for the newest movie by cult horror producer
David A Hayms. Shot in a deserted town renamed Slawter, the demon-themed movie is
to be Hayms's masterpiece. But as strange incidents disrupt the set, Grubbs begins to
wonder whether more than filming is afoot.
British arthority on medieval weapons surveys European arms and armor from the
Bronze Age to the time of triumph of gunpowder.
this book includes Geometrical Drawing & Computer Aided Drafting in First Angle
Projection. Useful for the students of B.E./B.Tech for different Technological
Universities of India. Covers all the topics of engineering drawing with simple
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explanation.
In this follow-up to his successful 'Early Gunpowder Artillery', John Norris looks at
artillery across the world in the early-modern period. Including weapons used during the
English Civil War, the Austro-Turkish war and the Thirty Year's War, among many other
conflicts, this book describes the development of heavy, light and field artillery in this
exciting period of history.
The book includes five chapters: The disappearance fantasy; The disappearance fantasy and
the death instinct; The disappearance fantasy and oral ambivalence; The disappearance
fantasy and envy; and Projection and intuition. In this book, Fagioli formulated what has
become known as Human Birth Theory, according to which, human thought arises at birth with
newborns' reaction to light. This theory, which anticipates recent findings in contemporary
infant research, has been confirmed by new scientific discoveries in neonatology, neurobiology
and particle physics. The Italian Ministry for Education has recently approved the setting-up of
The School of Dynamic Psychotherapy Bios Psychè, for graduates, based on the cultural and
scientific model of Human Birth Theory. The book offers a new psychodynamic theory and an
innovative and consistent therapeutic approach to all those who work in the fields of psychiatry
and psychotherapy. Many readers, though not directly involved in clinical work, appreciate the
book for its new theory on the human psyche. A large number of European psychiatrists and
clinical psychologists have based their therapeutic practice on the theory and principles put
forward in this book.
"Mammy" is what Irish children call their mothers and The Mammy is Agnes Browne—a widow
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struggling to raise seven children in a North Dublin neighborhood in the 1960s. Popular Irish
comedian Brendan O'Carroll chronicles the comic misadventures of this large and lively family
with raw humor and great affection. Forced to be mother, father, and referee to her battling
clan, the ever-resourceful Agnes Browne occasionally finds a spare moment to trade gossip
and quips with her best pal Marion Monks (alias "The Kaiser") and even finds herself pursued
by the amorous Frenchman who runs the local pizza parlor. Like the novels of Roddy Doyle,
The Mammy features pitch-perfect dialogue, lightning wit, and a host of colorful characters.
Earthy and exuberant, the novel brilliantly captures the brash energy and cheerful irreverence
of working-class Irish life. Now a major motion picture starring Anjelica Huston
Now covering the whole of Europe from the French Revolution to the present day, this major
new edition has been completely revised and brought up-to-date. The approach embraces the
whole continent from both national and regional perspectives, and combines political survey
with grass roots 'people' history. Bringing this history vividly to life, the authors use a very
broad range of sources including memoirs, archives, letters, songs and newspapers. In
particular, there is new treatment of the following themes: Religion and the modern Papacy
Immigration in Europe and relationships between minority and majority groups UNESCO The
European Bill of Rights The seeds of conflict in Bosnia and Croatia Europe's relations with the
wider world, with particular attention to the Middle East and Japan.
Valentine and a band of caballeros pursue Red Cedar to rescue Don Miguel's daughter, Dona
Clara.
Gods of the North is about the mythology of the Vikings, Angels, Saxons and Jutes and how it
has shaped cultures, languages and later religions. The author Brian Branston states that a
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myth is like a dream; a direct expression of the unconscious mind, and the events of a myth, its
characters and symbols are to the human race as the events, characters and symbols of his
dream are to the individual. Like a dream the myth may ignore the conventional logic of space
and time relationships, of events following one after another in a causal sequence.
Nevertheless, a dream has a meaning which can be made plain; and so has a myth. It is not
easy to interpret the myths of our own culture, for our near ancestors-those of a thousand odd
years ago-were persuaded to forget them or to relegate their broken remnants to the nursery.
The Gods of the North were once upon a time the gods of our forefathers. The fossilized
remains of these deities survive in place-names for instance, as Wansdyke, Wednesbury,
Wensley, Tuesley and Thundersley; in the names of the days of the week, as Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday; in folklore and fairy tale with their stories
of witches on broomsticks.

Hardcover, in rhyme with hand-painted illustrations this is a very, very funny story
about diversity, friendship, and being responsible. With a cat, penguin and fish as
the main characters, the book shows how far someone will go for a good friend.
Life-skills discussion questions follow the story. Teachers, parents, grandparents
as well as children themselves enjoy the continuation of the dialogue.
The "Notizie" (on covers) contain bibliographcal and library news items.
Concise and informative, The Art of Throwing is the ultimate introduction to the
exciting world of throwing weapons. It provides thorough explanation and
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instruction on everything from grips and stances, targets and trajectories, and
even how to construct your own weapons. The fundamentals of weapon throwing
are easy to learn, but mastering aim—let alone mastering aim with a variety of
weapons—involves time, effort and practice. Let The Art of Throwing ease your
transition from novice to expert with its detailed, but easy to follow instructions
from an author who has spent years mastering his technique. With a foreword by
knife throwing legend Joe "Brokenfeather" Darrah, this edition includes updated
information and an hour-long downloadable video to better aid newcomers in
learning the basics or help experienced throwers perfect their techniques. The Art
of Throwing includes: Basic concepts—Grips, Methods, and Mechanics Throwing
implements—The Bagakay, the knife, the ax, and the spear Japanese throwing
implements—The Shuriken and the Shaken Chinese throwing implements—The
flying dart, the golden coin dart, the flying steel olive, and the flying sticker Other
throwing implements—The western dart and the boomerang Sport and defensive
throwing Weapon and hand care
Presents a collection of iconic portraits and photographs taken from the career of
photographer Albert Watson.
This popular book covering the Caribbean from Grenada and Barbados to the
Virgin Islands is a translation from Jacques Patuelli's original French version.
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Each island is dealt with in detail and pilotage notes are followed by tourist
information and the usual data on formalities and facilities. Fully illustrated with
plans and photos, many of which are new for this third edition, the guide is
packed with interesting and useful background information on the Caribbean- its
history, tourism, geography and details on sailing in the islands. The last section
of the book, the blue pages, consists of listings of facilities, restaurants, bars,
hotels and other information of interest to tourists.
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